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In this issue...
The experience of living under the pandemic has been diverse across our membership and this
issue of Faculty Forum is devoted to exploring that diversity.  Below you can learn what it is
like to teach on campus these days; how it feels to work with students without ever meeting
them in person; what it is like to be on the receiving end of faculty requests for help at the
ADC; how faculty are trying to stay social (or not!) via safe distance; and how online events
can be profoundly moving and help mobilize faculty and students alike to change the world
for the better.  We hope you enjoy and if you are interested in contributing to the next issue of
Faculty Forum please send your story idea to communications@mrfa.net
 

The Costs of Covid

Kirk Niergarth 

The MRFA’s recent anonymous survey conveyed to the Association hundreds of comments

“from faculty coping with the costs of Covid:  enduring stress, physical discomfort, overwork,

and many variations on the theme…Reading such a chorus of sighs amounted to hearing a

collective scream.  The costs of this pandemic have been considerable and, collectively,

members of the MRFA are bearing a weight of them.”"
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Bridging the Uncanny Valley in our Virtual Relationships

Archie McLean

"Striving for perfection in virtual learning — especially on-the-�y during a pandemic — is not

only the wrong goal, but it might actually have the opposite effect as intended."
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Can you hear me now? How about now?

Milena Radzikowska

"This may have become your new normal. Or you exist in (completely understandable)

perpetual panic. Perhaps, like me, you’re secretly enjoying the stretchy pants but starting (ha!)

to loathe your roommates."
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Teaching on Campus in the COVID-Era

Holly Crowe 

"As I round the corner into my lab room, I am

re-warmed by the affection of my students

and the relief we all feel to be together again."

"
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Responding to the Scholars' Strike

Ghada Alatrash

“I am thankful that we live in a world where

we are not afraid to see the issue and work

together to help solve it. By no means do we

live in a perfect world where we are

anywhere close to �xing and addressing all

the world problems but by bringing in light . .

. we are taking a step forward. It shows

through the Scholar-Strike, it shows through

my classmates’ responses and it shows by our

everyday actions.”—Alexis Phan
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Having recently asked all about pandemic impacts on
faculty work, here's a different question for you... 

Faculty Forum Question: 

At the recent September Regular meeting,
the MRFA's VP Negotiations reported on the
current status of bargaining. If you were
unable to attend the meeting, a summary of
the report is available online in the member
restricted section of the website (login and
then go to bargaining updates). After
attending this meeting and/or reviewing this
update please respond to the following
question: 
 
Do you understand the stage that the
bargaining process is at?

Yes

No

Dispatch from the ADC 

Michelle Yeo

"Faculty members at MRU have done a

tremendous job in adapting to the current

situation, and part of this is taking advantage

of the professional development

opportunities and help options within the

ADC."
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